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**INTRODUCTION:** Various methods of super-resolution (SR) fluorescence microscopy have the potential to follow the dynamic nanoscale interactions of specific macromolecular assemblies in living cells. However, this potential is often left unfulfilled, either owing to the method’s inability to follow these processes at the speeds dictated by nature or because they require intense light that can substantially perturb the very physiology one hopes to study. An exception is structured illumination microscopy (SIM), which can image live cells far faster and with orders of magnitude less light than required for other SR approaches. However, SIM’s resolution is usually limited to only a twofold gain beyond conventional optical microscopes, or ~100 nm with visible light.

**RATIONALE:** We endeavored to find ways to extend SIM to the sub-100-nm regime while retaining, to the greatest extent possible, the advantages that make it the preferred SR method for live-cell imaging. Our first solution used an ultrahigh numerical aperture (NA) lens and total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) to achieve 84-nm resolution at subsecond acquisition speeds over hundreds of time points in multiple colors near the basal plasma membrane. Our second exploited the spatially patterned activation of a recently developed, reversibly photoswitchable fluorescent protein to reach 45- to 62-nm resolution, also at subsecond acquisition, over ~10 to 40 time points.

**RESULTS:** We used high-NA TIRF-SIM to image the dynamic associations of cortical filamentous actin with myosin IIA, paxillin, or clathrin, as well as paxillin with vinculin and clathrin with transferrin receptors. Thanks to the combination of high spatial and temporal resolution, we were able to measure the sizes of individual clathrin-coated pits through their initiation, growth, and internalization. We were also able to relate pit size to lifetime, identify and characterize localized hot spots of pit generation, and describe the interaction of actin with clathrin and its role in accelerating endocytosis. With nonlinear SIM by use of patterned activation (PA NL-SIM), we monitored the remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton and the dynamics of caveolae at the cell surface. By combining TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM for two-color imaging, we followed the dynamic association of actin with α-actinin in expanding filopodia and membrane ruffles and characterized shape changes in and the transport of early endosomes. Last, by combining PA NL-SIM with lattice light sheet microscopy, we observed, in three dimensions and across the entire volume of whole cells, the dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton, the fusion and fission of mitochondria, and the trafficking of vesicles to and from the Golgi apparatus, each at axial resolution fivefold better than that of conventional widefield microscopy.

In addition, through direct experimental comparisons, we demonstrated that the resolution for our methods is comparable with or better than other SR approaches yet allowed us to image at far higher speeds, and for far longer durations. To understand why this is so, we developed a detailed theoretical model showing that our methods transmit the information encoded in spatial frequencies beyond the diffraction limit with much greater strength than do other alternatives and hence require far fewer photons emitted from the specimen, using far less intense light.

**CONCLUSION:** High-NA TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM fill an unmet need for minimally invasive tools to image live cells in the gap between the 100-nm resolution traditionally associated with SIM and the sub-60-nm regime of protein-specific structural imaging served by single-molecule localization microscopy.
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Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy is distinct among nanoscale imaging tools in its ability to image protein dynamics in living cells. Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) stands out in this regard because of its high speed and low illumination intensities, but typically offers only a twofold resolution gain. We extended the resolution of live-cell SIM through two approaches: ultrahigh numerical aperture SIM at 84-nanometer lateral resolution for more than 100 multicolor frames, and nonlinear SIM with patterned activation at 45- to 62-nanometer resolution for approximately 20 to 40 frames. We applied these approaches to image dynamics near the plasma membrane of spatially resolved assemblies of clathrin and caveolin, Rab5A in early endosomes, and actin, often in relationship to cortical actin. In addition, we examined mitochondria, actin, and the Golgi apparatus dynamics in three dimensions.

Fluorescence microscopy continues to play a key role in elucidating structure and function of living systems, thanks to its ability to image specific proteins with single-molecule sensitivity, as well as its capacity to study in vivo dynamics in a minimally invasive manner. Its power has grown with the introduction of super-resolution (SR) techniques that extend its diffraction-limited spatial resolution (~200 nm for green fluorescent protein (GFP)) by as much as an order of magnitude. However, although the SR imaging of fixed specimens, the most common modality, offers the highest resolution, it does so at the considerable risk of altering the very ultrastructure it hopes to reveal because of the effects of the excitation applied during the fixation process itself (fig. S1) (2) and the extremely high density of fluorescent markers required to achieve such resolution (3). Furthermore, with the advent of genetically encoded markers for electron microscopy (EM) (4, 5), the continued preeminence of SR microscopy for protein-specific structural imaging at the nanoscale is no longer assured.

A different situation emerges for in vivo imaging, in which EM is too destructive and fixation is not involved. However, although this would appear to be the ideal niche of SR microscopy, SR techniques such as localization microscopy (6, 7), stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy (8, 9), and reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) microscopy (10, 11) place extraordinary demands on the photon budget, represented by the product of the number of fluorescent molecules in the specimen and the number of photons each can emit before bleaching irreversibly (fig. S2) (12). They also require specialized photoswitchable labels and excitation intensities of 10^9 to 10^10 W/cm^2, which are orders of magnitude greater than the 0.1 W/cm^2 under which life evolved (fig. S3). As a result, time-lapse measurements with these techniques rarely consist of more than a few frames, and phototoxic changes to cellular physiology can set in quickly even at the lower end of this range (movie S1). In addition, typical SR acquisition speeds of ~1 s to several minutes per frame are too slow to follow processes that move faster than ~1 to 50 nm/s without introducing motion-induced artifacts (fig. S4), whereas common resolution metrics such as the Nyquist criterion for labeling density (6, 7) or the width of an isolated feature (8–11) tend to substantially overestimate the true spatial resolution (figs. S5 and S6).

A notable exception is structured illumination microscopy (SIM), which in vivo (13–15) can image in multiple colors using conventional fluorescent labels as fast as 11 frames/s (13) at intensities of only 1 to 100 W/cm^2. Its primary limitation is that its resolution in vivo has been limited to ~100 nm for GFP, or only twice beyond the diffraction limit. This has provided the motivation for the development of other in vivo-compatible SR methods, but to date, all suffer from substantial limitations as noted above.

Extending SIM resolution via high-numerical-aperture optics

We extended the resolution of live-cell SIM by two independent means. In the first, we used the higher numerical aperture (NA) afforded by a commercially available 1.7-NA objective to image at 84-nm resolution (for GFP) (fig. S7). Although the total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) condition at this NA confines observations to within ~50 to 200 nm of the basal plasma membrane (fig. S8), it also restricts the excitation to only a small fraction of the cellular volume, further reducing phototoxicity, eliminating out-of-focus background, and leaving unaffected a potential reservoir of cytosolic target molecules that might be recruited to the plasma membrane at later time points. With this approach, termed high-NA TIRF-SIM, we could image dynamic associations between proteins in a variety of systems at sub-100-nm resolution, often for 80 to 100 time points, including filamentous actin (mApple-F-tractin) and enhanced GFP (EGFP)-myosin IIA (Fig. 1, A and B; Movie 1; and fig. S9); mApple-F-Tractin and mEmerald-paxillin (Fig. 1, C and D, and movie S2); mEmerald-paxillin and mTagRFP-vinculin (RFP, red fluorescent protein) (Fig. 1, E and F; Movie 2; and fig. S10); mEmerald-clathrin light chain b (CLTB) and Alexa 568-tagged transferrin (fig. S11 and movie S3); and mEmerald-CLTB and mCherry-Lifeact (Fig. 2, E to G) (16). Acquisition times were typically less than 1 s per color per frame, although the time interval between frames was adjusted in each case in order to match the dynamics of interest and to give the cell time to recover from the effects of the excitation applied during the acquisition.

In the case of mEmerald-paxillin and mTagRFP-vinculin, we found that both proteins expanded inward for those focal adhesions near the periphery of an HFF-1 cell (Movie 2 and fig. S12). mEmerald-paxillin dominated in the peripheral-facing end of these adhesions, whereas mTagRFP-vinculin increased in concentration toward the interior (Fig. 1, E and F, and fig. S10C). In contrast, for adhesions located far away from the periphery, mTagRFP-vinculin dominated (fig. S10A), and there was little change in the distribution of either protein over time. The resolution of our data was comparable with that demonstrated by means of live-cell localization microscopy (fig. S3) (6). However, we could image in two colors at intensities of only 30 to 100 W/cm^2 in a total acquisition time of 167 s, versus a single color acquired at 1 kW/cm^2 in 25 s in the localization case. This represents a 90 to 97% decrease in excitation intensity and a 15-fold increase in imaging speed.
For clathrin (Fig. 2), we saw that mature clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) were resolved as rings (Fig. S14 and movie S4), presumably because the distal end of each resides outside the evanescent excitation field. When imaged at 37°C, CCPs large and stable enough to be resolved as a ring at one or more time points grew to a ~152-nm median maximum diameter (Fig. 2B) (17) in BSC-1 cells expressing mEmerald-CLTB (Fig. 2F and fig. S15B), and persisted for more than 5 min (Movie 3 and fig. S15A). Linear regression revealed a positive correlation of 0.20 nm/s between maximum ring diameter and lifetime (Fig. 2C), which is consistent with the rate of actin polymerization near CCPs (28). Although such “hot spots” have been observed previously (19, 20), in our case we found that these consisted of single, persistent, subdiffractive patches of clathrin, from which multiple CCPs emerged (Movie 4) like bubbles.

In COS-7 cells, mEmerald-CLTB appeared as both isolated rings and larger structures (Fig. 2F, Movie 5, figs. S17 and S18, and movie S5), the latter consisting of aggregates of rings (fig. S19). They may be related to clathrin plaques made of extended clathrin lattices of low curvature (20), also referred to elsewhere as flat clathrin lattices (21). Although they persisted far longer than isolated CCPs, individual rings would occasionally detach from these aggregates (fig. S19). In no instance did we observe large, homogenous patches of clathrin, as we might expect for the flat clathrin lattices common in EM images (22).

The role of actin in clathrin-mediated endocytosis in mammalian cells remains an area of some debate (17, 23–26). Our two-color imaging of COS-7 cells by means of high-NA TIRF-SIM revealed that all aggregates of mEmerald-CLTB rings were associated with mCherry-Lifeact over at least part of their areas at all times (fig. S19). In contrast, approximately equal populations of individual CCPs completed endocytosis either with (Fig. 2E and fig. S20, A and B) or without (fig. S20, C and D) recruitment of Lifeact in the final five frames (20 s) before internalization of the pit. In both cases, histograms of CCP lifetimes were well described by single exponential fits, indicating constant probabilities of internalization per unit time (fig. S15A). The 1/e lifetimes of 56.4 ± 3.0 s for the Lifeact-associated CCPs and 67.2 ± 1.9 s for CCPs without Lifeact indicate that actin, when present, indeed increases the internalization probability. Consistent with this, the median maximum clathrin ring diameter for rings persisting over at least five frames was slightly smaller with than without associated Lifeact (160 versus 168 nm) (fig. S15B).

Lifeact associated with CCPs usually approached in a wave or filament (Fig. 2E and fig. S20A). We also observed rings of Lifeact (COS-7 cells) (Fig. 2G and fig. S21, C and D) or F-tractin (U2OS cells) (fig. S21, A and B) similar in size to the clathrin ones and having lifetimes of several minutes (fig. S17B). However, Lifeact rings were not as numerous as clathrin ones and were coincident with them in only a few instances (fig. S22). Although they might be associated with other forms of clathrin-independent endocytosis, their role remains unclear.

**Live-cell nonlinear SIM via patterned activation of photoswitchable fluorophores**

To achieve even higher resolution than that of high-NA TIRF-SIM, we turned to nonlinear SIM (NL-SIM). The nonlinearity inherent in either the patterned saturation of fluorescence excitation at high intensity (27, 28) or the patterned depletion of photoswitchable fluorophores (fig. S23) (29) introduces additional harmonics $H$, which permit resolution extension at wavelength $\lambda$ via SIM to $-\lambda/2NA(H+1)$ with $H \geq 2$, compared with $H = 1$ for the traditional linear form of SIM and $H = 0$ for diffraction-limited widefield.
imaging with uniform illumination (fig. S24, A and B). Resolution of ~50 nm has been demonstrated with both approaches, although not on living cells; saturated excitation was used to image densely labeled fluorescent beads at the likely phototoxic peak intensity of 8 MW/cm² (28), whereas saturated depletion (SD) imaged single fixed cells at 945 s/frame (29)—far too slow to follow most cellular processes.

SD provides the basis of resolution enhancement in STED and RESOLFT as well as SD NL-SIM. The degree of enhancement depends on the degree of saturation (figs. S23 and S25 and movie S6, part 3), defined in multiples of the saturation factor (SF) for which 1/e of the irradiated molecules remain in the original activated or excited state. However, high SFs are very photon inefficient; only a fraction of the photobleaching-dictated number of switching cycles for any given molecule then contributes useful signal (figs. S25 to S27). Furthermore, high SFs require high intensities and/or long exposures (fig. S28), neither of which is compatible with fast, non-invasive live-cell imaging.

We addressed these issues by using patterned activation (PA) followed with patterned excitation and readout of the green photoswitchable FP Skylan-NS (fig. S29 and movie S6, part 1) (30), rather than SD, to generate $H = 2$ harmonics yielding 62-nm resolution and subsecond acquisition times in TIRF for live cells (fig. 3). This approach, termed PA NL-SIM, allowed us to achieve large amplitudes in both the first and second harmonics of the emission pattern (fig. S29, G and H), leading to SR images of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), even at low activation and excitation saturation factors $S_{\text{act}}$ and $S_{\text{exc}}$ obtained with low intensities and short exposures (table S1). Furthermore, by keeping $S_{\text{act}}$ low, only a small fraction of the total molecular population needed to be activated for every raw image, and with $H = 2$, only $N = (2H + 1)^2 = 25$ such raw images needed to be acquired to reconstruct each SIM image frame (fig. S30). Consequently, we could acquire substantially more frames at substantially higher SNR (fig. S26) in far less time (table S1) by means of PA NL-SIM (Movie 6) than SD NL-SIM (movie S7).

PA NL-SIM of Skylan-NS-Lifeact (Fig. 3, A and B; Movie 6) and movies S8 to S10) in living COS-7 cells revealed considerably more detail than did TIRF-SIM (Fig. 3B) in dense, peripheral actin arcs and star-like junctions of single actin filaments. We were also able to resolve individual Lifeact rings once again, including rings too small to see clearly with high-NA TIRF-SIM (fig. S21, C and D, and movie S8). Furthermore, we could follow the dynamics of the Lifeact-decorated actin cytoskeleton for 30 image frames acquired in 1.2 s each (Movie 6). This is 1250× faster and used 20× lower intensity (100 W/cm²) than was required for an image of phalloidin-labeled actin at the ventral surface of a fixed BSC-1 cell obtained by means of dual-objective localization microscopy (37), yet the level of detail seen by the two methods was comparable (fig. S31), even though our 62-nm resolution was threefold coarser than that reported in the localization image.

We also used PA NL-SIM to image keratin (fig. S6 and movie S11) and caveolin (Fig. 3, C to F; Movie 7; figs. S32 and S33 and movie S12) in living COS-7 cells, each with Skylan-NS, at a resolution of 59 nm. In the latter case, this was sufficient to resolve numerous caveolae moving by less than their radii during the acquisition time as rings, which is consistent with their invaginated appearance by means of EM (32). Such rings were not observed at caveolae in a HeLa cell imaged with RESOLFT (fig. S34), despite a similar reported resolution. Rings of Skylan-NS-caveolin were somewhat more abundant than CCPs (figs. S17 and S18), and although most were below 100 nm in size, their distribution was broader (Fig. 3D) than the 60 to 80 nm range observed with EM. However, some of the larger rings (fig. 3E) may represent multiple caveolae clustered around surface-docked vesicles (34). Caveolae also tended to loosely cluster in long narrow ribbons, although we saw tighter aggregations of rings (fig. S3F) as well, similar to those we saw in clathrin plaques (fig. S19).

Our time-lapse imaging showed that most caveolae moved only a fraction of their size during the acquisition time, although more met this condition when slowed (35) by operating at 23°C (Movie 7 and fig. S32) than when imaged at 37°C.
The smaller, laterally mobile fraction in each case appeared as distorted, discontinuous rings or quasiperiodic patches (fig. S35). These morphologies are indicative of motion-induced artifacts and underscore the difficulty of live-cell SR imaging, by any method: Higher resolution must be accompanied by proportionally faster acquisition times to follow dynamic events of a given velocity, yet higher resolution also requires a quadratically increasing number of raw measurements for each two-dimensional (2D) image frame. Even the comparatively brief 0.35 s we needed to acquire $N=25$ raw images for each PA NL-SIM image was insufficient to accurately depict caveolae moving by much more than our 59-nm resolution in this time.

Nevertheless, by further increasing $SF_{act}$, we were able to saturate the fraction of molecules in the activated state near the maxima of the patterned activation light (movie S6, part 2). Saturated PA NL-SIM generates an additional harmonic ($H=3$) strong enough (fig. S29) to further extend the resolution to 45 nm (figs. S36 and S37) and allowed us to identify even smaller Skylan-NS-caveolin rings unresolved without the extra harmonic (Fig. 3C). Using $N=35$ rather than $N=49$ raw images per frame, we balanced the resulting anisotropic resolution (fig. S30) against the needs for rapid acquisition (0.49 s/frame) and parsimonious use of the photon budget to image caveolin rings over 12 frames at 3 s intervals (movie S13).

**Two-color live imaging via combined TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM**

By combining linear SIM and PA NL-SIM, both in TIRF, we could study associations between fluorescent proteins, one conventional and one photoswitchable, in two colors at higher resolution than by means of linear TIRF-SIM alone. Images (Fig. 4, A to C, and figs. S38 and S39) and movies (Movie 8 and movie S14) of mCherry-Rab5α—a regulator of the formation, fusion, and transport of early endosomes (EEs) (36)—revealed irregularly shaped, dynamically remodeling patches of Rab5α (fig. S39, A and B) consistent with the tubular/vesicular architecture of EEs seen in EM (Fig. 4B) (37). Numerous patches also featured dark spots (fig. S39C) perhaps indicative of cargo or internal vacuoles depleted of Rab5α. Most patches moved randomly between successive 20-s time intervals at velocities slow enough to avoid motion artifacts during each 0.34-s acquisition. We also observed a subpopulation of slowly growing Rab5α patches that were constrained for minutes at a time (fig. S39D, arrows). At the other extreme, we occasionally observed streaks of Rab5α moving parallel to nearby actin filaments at velocities of 3 to 5 μm/s (Fig. 4C and fig. S39E). These may represent EEs actively transported along microtubules (38) parallel to the filaments.
excitation brings limitations of its own: It is slow.

Fortunately, traditional 3D-SIM with linear, widefield illumination requires high SNR for accurate image reconstruction. It is also potentially phototoxic and bleaches specimens rapidly because of continuous whole-cell illumination. These problems would all be greatly magnified in its direct extension to PA NL-SIM.

Thus, to apply PA NL-SIM to living cells in three dimensions (Fig. 5), we used lattice light sheet microscopy (42). In this technique, an excitation objective (fig. S42A) projects a thin sheet of light (fig. S42A, blue) through a specimen (fig. S42A, orange), and the fluorescence generated in the illuminated plane is collected by a detection objective and imaged onto a camera. Repeating this process plane-by-plane through the specimen produces a 3D image. Restriction of the light to the detection focal plane eliminates out-of-focus background, increases the z axis resolution and greatly reduces photobleaching and phototoxicity.

In cross-section, the light sheet has the 2D periodic structure of an optical lattice (fig. S42B). Sweeping the sheet back and forth along the z axis produces time-averaged uniform illumination, offering high speed and defraction-limited \( x y z \) resolution of 230 by 230 by 370 nm, as seen in a volume-rendered image of the actin cytoskeleton (fig. S43A) and its corresponding overall optical transfer function (OTF) (fig. S43D). Stepping the sheet in \( x \) in five equal fractions of the lattice period and applying the algorithms of 3D-SIM to the resulting raw images per plane extends the \( x y z \) resolution to 150 by 230 by 280 nm (fig. S43, B and E), but at the cost of at least 5× longer acquisition times (42).

To further extend the 3D resolution via PA NL-SIM, we first photoactivated target molecules fused to Skylan-NS using a hexagonal lattice light sheet of \( \lambda = 405 \) nm wavelength having \( H = 2 \) harmonics (fig. S43E). We then imaged the fluorescence from the activated region, exciting the fluorescence with a lattice light sheet of \( \lambda = 488 \) nm wavelength having the same hexagonal symmetry and period (fig. S43B, bottom) as the activation lattice. For activation well below saturation, the product of the activation and excitation patterns creates a fluorescence emission pattern within the specimen having \( H = 4 \) harmonics (fig. S43F). Thus, we stepped the sheet in \( x \) in \( 2H + 1 = 9 \) equal fractions of the lattice period while recording nine images. Repeating this process for every plane within the specimen, we then reconstructed a 3D PA NL-SIM volume-rendered image (fig. S43C), with resolution extended to 118 by 230 by 170 nm.

We used this approach to image mitochondria in COS-7 cells (Fig. 5A) as well as the actin cytoskeleton (fig. S43, A to C, and movie S16) and the Golgi apparatus (Fig. 5B) in U2OS cells, all at 23°C so as to simplify the overlap of the activation and excitation patterns. Time-lapse 3D images (Fig. 5A, bottom) and movies (Movie 10) of Skylan-NS–tagged translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 20 (TOM20) revealed the migration, constriction before fission, and fusion of individual mitochondria (43, 44), each clearly resolved as a hollow tubular structure. The 3D volume rendering and the widths of mitochondrial membranes in individual \( x y \) orthotiles were both comparable with similar data from a fixed cell imaged with 3D localization microscopy (45) at a reported \( x y z \) resolution of ~20 by 20 by 60 nm (fig. S44).

A volume-rendered movie (movie S17) of the Golgi-resident enzyme Mannosidase II (MannII)
Fig. 5. Live-cell 3D PA NL-SIM via lattice light sheet microscopy. (A) (Top) Membrane marker Skylan-NS-TOM20 showing mitochondria in a COS-7 cell at 23°C, color-coded for distance from the substrate. (Bottom) Evolution of individual mitochondria, showing fission and fusion events, the former preceded by mitochondrial constriction (Movie 10 and fig. S44). (B) Time-lapse distribution of Golgi-resident enzyme Skylan-NS-Mann II in a U2OS cell at 23°C, showing centralized cisternae surrounded by vesicles. White arrowheads indicate a docking vesicle, and red arrowheads highlight rapid export of a long tubular vesicle (movies S17 and S18). Scale bars, 5 μm (A), top; 1 μm (A), bottom; and 3 μm (B).

tagged with Skylan-NS in a U2OS cell as seen looking into the cis-face from the nucleus showed Mann II concentrated in a hollow sphere of cisternae having a cis-facing void. Time-lapse 3D data (Fig. 5B and movie S18) color-coded for height showed the docking of small vesicles (Fig. 5B, white arrows) that may represent pre-Golgi intermediates (46) as well as the rapid export of Mann II in long, tubular post-Golgi carriers (Fig. 5B, red arrows) (47).

The volumetric resolution of 3D lattice light sheet PA NL-SIM at the 0.6-NA excitation and 1.1-NA detection we used here is comparable with the 105- by 105- by 369-nm $xyz$ resolution of widefield 3D-SIM at 1.2 NA. However, the lattice approach has twofold higher axial resolution and fourfold better than traditional diffraction-limited microscopy. It is therefore better suited to problems in which its superior optical sectioning is essential, such as in resolving heterogeneities in nuclear architecture, distinguishing events occurring at the dorsal or ventral plasma membrane, or as above, tracking vesicles through the secretory pathway. Whole-cell acquisition times (70.5 and 32.7 s in Fig. 5, A and B, respectively) are comparable with PA NL-SIM in TIRF but similar to widefield 3D-SIM. However, thanks to the oblique imaging geometry (fig. S42), restricted $xy$ fields of view can be imaged at proportionally faster speed through the entire thickness of the cell.

**Discussion**

The above results provide but a brief glimpse of the biology that might be uncovered with the live-cell-compatible SR methods of high-NA TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM. We have measured and correlated the diameters and lifetimes of CCPs, observed at high resolution different forms of CCP initiation, and shown that CCP internalization is aided by actin filaments in about half of all cases. We have seen that caveolin localizes not only to the 60- to 80-nm invaginated caveloea common in EM images, but also to much larger ring-like structures, and have followed dynamic changes in the shapes of early endosomes. Last, we have observed the nanoscale remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton in relation to clathrin and Rab5α, as well as cytoskeletal-related proteins such as myosin IIα, α-actinin, and paxillin.

However, the above results also amply illustrate the trade-offs inherent in live SR imaging: With high-NA TIRF-SIM at 1.7 NA, we could acquire up to 200 image frames in <0.5 s each at intensities of 20 to 100 W/cm$^2$ and a resolution of 84 nm (for GFP), whereas extending the resolution to 62 nm with PA NL-SIM restricted us to no more than 40 frames, and further extension to 45 nm with saturated PA NL-SIM required 490 W/cm$^2$ and produced only 12 frames at useful SNR.

In short, even modest gains in resolution come at substantial cost in terms of the other metrics important for live-cell imaging. These tradeoffs are not specific to SIM. In fact, our extensions of SIM are far more compatible with live imaging than any other form of SR fluorescence microscopy of comparable resolution demonstrated to date. In part, this is because the OTF, which defines the degree to which different sample spatial frequencies (representing differently sized structures) are passed to the image, is far stronger in the 100-nm regime (fig. S24B) for high-NA TIRF-SIM at 1.7 NA than other linear methods such as confocal or image scanning microscopy (ISM) (48–50), and far stronger in the 50- to 100-nm regime (fig. S24C) for PA NL-SIM than other nonlinear methods such as STED (8, 9), point-scanning (PS) RESOLFT (10), or array-based widefield (WF) RESOLFT (11). As a result, far fewer photons need to be collected (fig. S2), and far less light (fig. S3) needs to be applied to the specimen to see features in these regimes at acceptable SNR. Localization microscopy is also photon inefficient, in that the density of localized molecules is nearly always more limiting to the resolution than is the number of photons emitted per switching cycle, which dictates the localization precision. For example, simulations (12) based on the theoretical OTFs suggest that to resolve an 85-nm grating, PA NL-SIM requires ~80× fewer photons from the specimen per unit area than localization microscopy, ~200× fewer than WF-RESOLFT, and ~15× fewer than PS-RESOLFT or STED, each at a depletion saturation factor of $SF_{depletion} = 10$ (fig. S2).

Another reason for the greater compatibility of high-NA TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM with living cells is that they require much lower peak intensities of applied light. High resolution with STED or RESOLFT demands high factors of saturated depletion (fig. S25, A and C) that are wasteful of the photon budget (fig. S25, B and D) and require enormous intensities and/or long exposures for activation (fig. S45), depletion (fig. S28), and read-out of the final signal (fig. S3). Localization microscopy also requires high intensities to achieve high photon emission and photoswitching rates from single molecules. For example, extrapolating from reported experimental values for live-cell imaging (table S1), the 0.8- to 3.5-W/cm$^2$ activation intensity used over the 45- by 45-μm field of view in Fig. 3A in 1.2 s by means of PA NL-SIM is 960,000 times weaker than that which would be required to image the same area in the same acquisition time by means of PS-RESOLFT (10). Similarly, under the same parameters, the 100-W/cm$^2$ read-out intensity used for PA NL-SIM shown in Fig. 3A is 200 times weaker than that which would be required for localization...
microscopy (6, 7) and 640,000 times less than PS-RESOLFT (10). Furthermore, STED and RESOLFT require an additional depletion step not needed in PA NL-SIM, which would further expose the sample to peak intensities of 807 MW/cm² for STED (8), 1.7 MW/cm² for PS-RESOLFT (10), and 3 kW/cm² for WF-RESOLFT (11). Even over small image fields, nanoscopy with focused light such as PS-RESOLFT and STED uses intensities 10²- to 10⁵-fold larger than that of terrestrial solar flux and is thus ill-equipped to study live-cell dynamics noninvasively.

Of course, despite these gains, no method of live-cell fluorescence microscopy, including high-NA TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM, can claim to be completely noninvasive, owing to possible photo-induced physiological changes, protein overexpression, and/or label-induced perturbations. For example, the gradual development of curved filopodia and membrane ruffles after the start of imaging are shown in Movies 5 and 6 and movie S2. These may reflect a response to the illumination, although we have also commonly seen such structures under initial conditions when imaging with diffraction-limited TIRF (fig. S46). Another caveat is that all the cells except BSC-1 in this work were transiently transfected, and hence, expression levels of the target proteins were uncontrolled. This could affect either morphologies, such as the sizes of Rab5a-labeled endosomes (Fig. 4, A to C, and figs. S38 and S39 (51)), or dynamic phenotypes, such as the growth rate of membrane ruffles in mCherry–α-actinin–expressing cells (Fig. 4E, Movie 9, and movie S15). Although endogenous expression levels can be achieved with genome editing (52), even more light or longer exposures would be needed for cases in which these levels are lower than those used here. Thus, the biological findings described in this work should not be considered definitive. More extensive measurements across multiple cell lines with careful controls and targeted perturbation experiments will be needed to reach conclusive insights.
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function \( f(x) = \frac{I_{\max}(1 + \sin(2\pi x/p_x + \phi))/2}{1 + \sin(2\pi x/p_x + \phi)} \) to this data to find \( \phi \) (fig. S48F). A phase shift \( \Delta \phi = \phi_{405} - \phi_{488} \) was then applied to generate the pattern for the 405-nm illumination so as to bring it into phase with the 488-nm illumination at the specimen (figs. S48, G to I).

Step 3

Last, we confirmed that both the period and phase of the sinusoidal illumination patterns at the two wavelengths match across the entire FOV by remeasuring the periods \( p_{405} \) and \( p_{488} \) and the phases \( \phi_{405} \), \( \phi_{488} \) as described above and confirming that they are identical.

**SLM pattern generation**

We generated the sinusoidal illumination patterns using a binary ferroelectric SLM (Forth Dimension Displays, SXGA-3DM) because it has the submillisecond switching times needed to acquire the nine (TIRF-SIM), 25 (PA NL-SIM), or more (saturated PA NL-SIM) raw images of different phase and orientation required to reconstruct a single SIM image in as fast as 100 to 400 ms. However, care must be taken to account for the finite pixel size of the SLM, especially considering that subpixel adjustment accuracy is necessary to achieve precise pattern overlap at 405 and 488 nm, as described in the previous section. The SLM pattern-generation algorithms used in previous work (I3–I5) do not provide such subpixel accuracy. Thus, in this work, we developed a new algorithm that matches the two pattern periods to 0.02% precision, leading to a phase error no greater than 1.8° over the 45-µm FOV.

In detail, a set of radial vectors \( \mathbf{A}_n \) define the desired orientations of the grating pattern at the SLM. The angular orientation of this radial set relative to the \( x \) and \( y \) axes defined by pixel rows and columns of the SLM is chosen so that each vector is at least 4° away from either axis. This is essential to achieve subpixel precision in the adjustment of the period. For each orientation represented by \( \mathbf{A}_n \), we define a vector \( \mathbf{B}_n \) that is orthogonal to \( \mathbf{A}_n \) (fig. S49). Likewise, for every pixel of the SLM we define a pixel vector (such as \( \mathbf{C}_1 \) or \( \mathbf{C}_2 \) in fig. S49) from the point \( O \) at the intersection of \( \mathbf{A}_n \) and \( \mathbf{B}_n \) to the pixel. Then we calculate \( F = (\mathbf{C}_1 \cdot \mathbf{B}_n) \bmod p \), the fraction of the period \( p \) by which the pixel extends beyond an integral number of periods on the SLM. For a pattern with a desired period \( D \) per period \( D = 5 \) in 2D SIM), the pixel is set to 0 if \( F < D \) and set to 1 otherwise. Lastly, to define the pixel patterns required for the other \( N - 1 \) phases of the illumination for a given orientation, the point \( O \) is translated along \( \mathbf{B}_n \) in steps of \( p/N \), and this process is repeated with the new vector \( \mathbf{C}_n \) for each pixel. Unlike the pixel algorithm used previously for SIM (I3), this approach does not rely on unit-cell repetition and therefore does not succumb to error accumulation over the entire span of the SLM.

**Lattice light sheet PA NL-SIM system**

To extend PA NL-SIM to three dimensions, it is essential to minimize out-of-focus fluorescence emission that can cause the shot noise in the DC harmonic to completely overwhelm the weak signals in the nonlinear harmonics. To accomplish this, we turned to the SIM mode of lattice light sheet microscopy (42). Just as in the case of 2D-SIM, and for the same reasons, we choose to introduce the nonlinear harmonics through patterned activation of Skylan-NS. The excitation objective (Special Optics, 0.65 NA, 3.74 mm WD) is placed perpendicular to the detection objective (Nikon, CFI Apo LWD 25XW, 1.1 NA, 2 mm WD) to confine the illumination to the proximity of the latter’s focal plane (fig. S42A). The lattice pattern projected on the SLM (Forth Dimension Displays, SXGA-3DM) is imaged onto the focal plane of the excitation objective, after the excitation is first spatially filtered by an annular mask (Photo-Science) and relayed by a pair of galvanometers (Cambridge Technology, 6215H) that phase step the pattern in the \( x \) direction and scan the light sheet in \( z \). Also as in 2D PA NL-SIM, we match the periods and phases of the 405- and 488-nm lattices to exactly match by measuring their excitation profiles across the FOV using fluorescent beads (fig. S42B) and adjusting accordingly. The fluorescence emission is collected by the detection objective and imaged by a tube lens onto a sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0 v2). A 3D image is formed by repeating this process as the sample is translated through the light sheet with a piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente, P-621.1CD) along an axis \( s \) in the plane of the cover slip, and a 3D super-resolution NL-SIM image is reconstructed as described below.

**Data acquisition**

**High-NA TIRF SIM**

All high-NA TIRF-SIM images were acquired with the Olympus 1.7-NA objective under the physiological conditions of 37°C and 5% CO2. At each time point, we acquired three raw images at successive phase steps of 0, 1/3, and 2/3 of the illumination period. We then repeated this process with the standing wave excitation pattern rotated ±120° with respect to the first orientation, for a total of nine raw images. The phase stepping and pattern rotation were accomplished by rotating or translating the binary grating pattern displayed on the SLM. For multicolor imaging, we acquired nine raw images at each excitation wavelength before moving to the next and then repeated this series at successive excitation wavelengths. We could adjust the excitation NA for each wavelength by changing the period of the grating pattern at the SLM. This allowed us to control penetration depth of the evanescent wave (fig. S8) in order to balance the number of excitable fluorescent molecules against the background fluorescence and possible physiological effects of the excitation.

**PA NL-SIM and saturated PA NL-SIM**

The high reflective index immersion oil required for the Olympus 1.7-NA objective strongly absorbs 405-nm light, leading to a substantial reduction in the modulation depth we could achieve in the activation pattern at this wavelength. Consequently, for NL-SIM we first turned to the Olympus 1.49-NA TIRF objective and imaged at room temperature (25°C) with L15 medium, without phenol red having 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies). With this objective, we were able to achieve high modulation contrast while stably and precisely overlapping the 405- and 488-nm standing waves over the whole FOV. An excitation NA of 1.44 was used for both 488- and 560-nm light in this case, leading to 62-nm resolution for PA NL-SIM when using green-emitting FPs. Recently, however, we found that the high reflective index immersion oil used for the Zeiss 1.57-NA objective did not absorb 405-nm light strongly and therefore could be used to maintain precisely overlapping 405- and 488-nm standing waves with high modulation contrast at 37°C and 5% CO2. The excitation NA in this case was 1.52 for 488-nm light, leading to 69-nm resolution for PA NL-SIM when using green-emitting FPs.

The exposure procedure for a single phase step in NL-SIM consists of (i) 405-nm patterned illumination for 1 ms to activate the fluorescent molecules; (ii) 488-nm patterned illumination for 5 to 30 ms to read-out the activated molecules; and (iii) 488-nm uniform illumination for 2 to 10 ms to read-out the remaining activated molecules and return the sample back to the original unactivated state. We collected the fluorescence from both steps (ii) and (iii) to reconstruct the SR image. Depending on the number of modulation harmonics \( H \) of non-negligible amplitude in the image (\( H = 2 \) for PA-NL-SIM and \( H = 3 \) or possibly more for saturated PA NL-SIM), we repeated this sequence for \( 2H + 1 \) raw images at each of \( 2H + 1 \) angular orientations spaced around 360° for a total of \((2H + 1)^2\) raw images at each NL-SIM time point. An exception was saturated PA-NL-SIM, for which to reduce the acquisition time, we often used only five orientations rather than seven.

In two-color imaging combining linear TIRF-SIM and PA NL-SIM (fig. 4), at each time point we acquired the PA-NL-SIM image as discussed above. However, we acquired the TIRF-SIM image with five instead of three orientations (15 raw images for the TIRF-SIM channel at every time point) in order to match the orientations of the five-slot, galvanometer-driven barrel mask used to pick out the desired diffraction orders for the PA-NL-SIM acquisition.

**3D PA NL-SIM with lattice light sheet microscopy**

Here, we used a hexagonal lattice having a period large enough to contain two harmonics for each of the 405-nm activation and the 488-nm excitation (42)—one harmonic just below the Abbe limit of the 0.65-NA excitation objective, and the other at twice this period. The product of these patterns created a fluorescence emission pattern containing \( H = 4 \) harmonics (fig. S43F). However, with a single excitation objective, we were limited to producing this pattern at only one orientation. Therefore, at each plane of the 3D stack, we acquired \( 2H + 1 = 9 \) images, resulting in improved resolution (fig. 5).
in both the lateral and axial directions of the pattern.

**Reconstruction of SIM images**

The raw image frames with patterned excitation were processed and reconstructed into the super-resolved images by means of a previously described algorithm (53). In brief, for each pattern orientation with H modulation harmonics, \(2H + 1\) raw images are collected and Fourier transformed into \(2H + 1\) information components. These components are assembled by initially translating each in Fourier space by a distance equal to the amplitude of the illumination pattern vector \(n_k\), where \(k = \text{the spatial frequency of the illumination pattern and } n = -H\) to \(H\). The pattern vector of each information component is then fine-tuned by finding the vector that maximizes the complex cross-correlation in the overlap region between successive components. The modulation amplitudes of the harmonic and its starting phase are found through complex linear regression. In line with previous work (28), the modulation amplitudes for the highest harmonics are generally too low for this empirical approach to work well, for these, the theoretical values of their complex amplitudes are used. After fine-tuning the positions and complex amplitudes of the information components in the overlap regions, a generalized Wiener filter is applied to this expanded transfer function to balance the amplitudes of the various spatial frequencies against the underlying noise. Next, an apodization function is applied to minimize ringing artifacts when the result is Fourier-transformed back to real space. However, rather than the triangle apodization \(A(k) = 1 - k/k_{\text{max}}\) normally used (53), we applied a y apodization \(A(k) = 1 - (k/k_{\text{max}})^{\gamma}\), usually with \(\gamma = 0.4\), so that the higher spatial frequencies are not suppressed more than necessary. Furthermore, we strictly followed the azimuthally dependent support \(k_{\text{max}}(\theta)\) of the expanded OTF (figs. S7 and S30) to define the endpoint of the apodization function. This provides additional suppression of ringing artifacts.

For the time series data, we independently implement this reconstruction process for each time point.

**Cell culture, transfection, staining, and fixation**

BSC-1, COS-7, U2OS, and mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells (American Type Culture Collection) were grown to ~60 to 80% confluence in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) with high glucose and no phenol red supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies). BSC-1 cells stably expressed EGF-CLTA. Other cells were transiently transfected with an Amaxa Nucleofector 96-well shuttle system (Lonza) with 1 μg DNA per 400,000 cells with nucleofection solution and a program optimized for each cell line per the manufactures instructions. Before imaging, 25-mm or 5-mm coverslips were coated with 10 μg/ml fibronectin (Millipore, FC010) for 24 hours before plating transfected cells. Imaging was performed in DMEM with HEPES if there is no CO2 control containing no phenol red at temperatures specifically stated in each case.

In two-color imaging of CCPs and transferrin receptors (TRs) by means of high-NA TIRF-SIM, MEF cells expressing clathrin light chain B fused to the C terminal of mEmerald were incubated with DMEM medium containing 250 μg/mL TIR bound to human transferrin conjugated with Alexa 508 (T23365, Life Technologies) for 15 min.

Fixed cells were treated for 15 min with fixation buffer containing 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1% glutaraldehyde in PHEM buffer (25 mm HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, and 120 mM PIPES in pH 7.3).

**Tracking analysis of CCPs**

For each time frame, we segmented the CCPs using a watershed algorithm written in Matlab (MathWorks, 2014a) and measured their centroids individually. Subsequently, the centroid position was linked between time points using a track 2.1 (54). This linking operation collected successive position information for each pit over the entire endocytic process (fig. 2E) from initialization to final internalization. It was then straightforward to determine the lifetime (fig. 2A) for each endocytic event.

In order to precisely measure the pit diameter (Fig. 2, B and C), we first measured the system magnification to the camera by imaging a standard fine counting grid (2280-32, Ted Pella). The SIM image of each CCP was then deconvolved with the equivalent PSF of the SIM system to compensate for the broadening due to the finite resolution of the instrument. Last, we measured the diameter of each deconvolved pit using an intensity-weighted average radius relative to the centroid of the pit. In certain cases (figs 2A and Movie 3), pits were color-coded at each time point based on the time since their initiation to the current time point.

One challenge in this analysis was how to identify isolated pits rather than aggregates and how to be sure that these represented true pits rather than noise or disorganized patches of nonassembled clathrin. To accomplish this, we set some conditions during the analysis, such that a pit must start as a spot and then evolve into a ring at least one time point. When analyzing the correlation between pit lifetime and maximum diameter, we added the further constraint of including only those pits formed after the first frame in order to insure that we could accurately measure the pit lifetime.

When measuring the associations of actin with clathrin, we first implemented the tracking algorithm above to obtain time-lapse CCP images for each endocytic event. We then created a mask for each CCP identified in each frame, equal to the CCP size plus an additional boundary of one pixel. We then applied these masks to each frame of Lifeact data and integrated the actin fluorescence within each CCP-derived mask. If the actin signal integrated over the area of a given mask increased during the final five frames of the life of the associated CCP, it was decided that actin was recruited to the CCP during the final stage of endocytosis.
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